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This study investigates the effect of sensing distance on multiplexed aluminum-coated (Al-coated) fiber
Bragg grating (FBG) sensors when they are applied to a carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) composite
plate. The study involved a low-velocity impact test and its finite element analysis for the plate. The find-
ings indicated that all the results from the test and FEA were consistent with each other. Additionally, the
results revealed that permanently induced residual strains of all three Al-coated FBG sensors were lin-
early related to the sensing distance measured from the impact point. The findings also suggested that
the linear relationship between the residual strains and sensing distances was closely related to the linear
correlation between the sensing position and the maximum strains experienced by the composite plate.
This implied that the impact information experienced by the composite structure could be quantitatively
evaluated if the correlations between the structural deformation and residual strains with respect to the
sensing distance were constructed in advance. Therefore, the correlation between the residual strains and
the sensing distance examined in this study can improve the integrity of the proposed damage evaluation
methodology and can be utilized as guidelines for designing a metal-coated optical fiber sensor (MCOFS)
based damage evaluation systems for actual applications.

� 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) composites exhibit excellent
mechanical properties such as high specific stiffness, high strength,
and fatigue and corrosion resistance. This has led to their wide-
spread use in many fields [3–6], especially in aerospace engineer-
ing [7,8]. However, composite structures are susceptible to damage
from external impact loadings. Low-velocity impacts can cause
impact-induced damage such as fiber breakage, matrix cracking,
fiber-matrix debonding, and delamination. These damages are
sometimes referred to as ‘‘barely visible impact damages (BVID)”
because they cannot be visually inspected.

In the author’s previous studies [1,9,10], the author proposed a
methodology using a metal-coated optical fiber sensor (MCOFS) to
evaluate impact-induced damages of composite structures under
low-velocity impacts and quasi-static indentation. Furthermore,
Choi et al. [2] proposed aluminum (Al)-packaged Brillouin optical
correlation domain analysis (BOCDA) sensors by using a similar
approach. The BOCDA sensors were based on the Brillouin scatter-
ing effect [11–13], and it was demonstrated that Al-packaged OFS
achieved a spatial resolution of 2 cm and could successfully pro-
duce residual strains of the sensors following the impact tests.
These methodologies for damage evaluation and detection using
MCOFS were based the ‘‘memory effects” of an elasto-plastic metal
coated on the surface of optical fiber sensors. That is, the impact-
induced damages could be assessed by measuring residual strain
values since the maximum strains as well as the impact energy
experienced by composite structures were correlated with the
residual strain values [1,2,9,10,14]. This implied that the MCOFS
could recall the information of the impact events that occurred
in the past. This phenomenon is referred to as the ‘‘memory
effects”. The methodology using MCOFS could be applied to the
composite structures during operating periods and especially dur-
ing inoperative periods.

However, previous laboratory tests for the proposed methodol-
ogy were primarily conducted by focusing on the feasibility of the
methodology under limited conditions [1,2,9,10,14–16]. This study
builds on the previous feasibility studies and investigates the effect
of the sensing distance of multiplexed Al-coated FBG sensors from
the impact point. The sensing distance can be an important
factor when the sensors are in operation because the mechanical
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behaviors and responses of MCOFS can significantly vary according
to the distance between an impact point and a sensing position.
Additionally, prior to actual usage, it should be verified that the
structural vibration induced by the external impact does not signif-
icantly affect the residual strain producing characteristics of the
sensors with respect to the sensing distance. This ensures that
the sensors are able to recollect the past impact information expe-
rienced by composite structures.

Fig. 1 shows a prime example of an actual application of MCOFS
for damage evaluation of a composite cylinder. As shown in Fig. 1
(a), a distributed type of MCOFS was preferred for damage evalua-
tion and detection because it covers a wide area range. Fig. 1(b)
shows the actual application of an Al-packaged distributed sensor
for the impact detection of a composite cylinder. However, the
actual application of the MCOFS continues to be limited because
the effect of the sensing distance on the residual strains is not well
established. Thus, it is necessary to examine the sensing distance
to understand how the residual strains induced by the metal coat-
ing should be varied with respect to the sensing distance prior to
an actual application.

This study focused on a type of MCOFS, namely a multiplexed
Al-coated fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensor, in order to examine
the effect of sensing distance. The reason for using multiplexed
FBG sensors instead of distributed sensors was because the sensing
capability of the former significantly exceeded that of the latter.
Furthermore, a commercial interrogator system for FBG sensors
provides excellent measurement resolution. Low-velocity impact
tests for a composite plate with three Al-coated FBG sensors were
performed to investigate the effect of sensing distance. The behav-
ior of the composite plate with respect to the impacts was vali-
dated with the numerical results calculated by a finite element
analysis (FEA) based on a continuum damage mechanics (CDM)
considering damage model. The study also involved examining
structural responses and strain distributions of the composite
plate. Finally, the effect of the sensing position on the residual
strains induced by three multiplexed Al-coated FBG sensors was
investigated, and the relationship between the residual strains
and sensing position was examined.
(a) Concept of damage evaluation usin

(b) Aluminum package

Fig. 1. Application of aluminum-
2. Metal-coated FBG sensors

Metal-coated FBG sensors permanently deform under alter-
nately strained and unstrained state due to elasto-plastic metal
coating. However, normal FBG sensors do not produce residual
strains because they behave in a linear elastic manner. The princi-
ple of metal-coated FBG sensors is based on the shift of reflected
wavelength satisfying the Bragg condition as given by the follow-
ing equation:

kBragg ¼ 2neKBragg ; ð1Þ
where kBragg, KBragg, and ne denote Bragg wavelength, period of the
Bragg grating, and effective refractive index, respectively.

Fig. 2 illustrates the principle of metal-coated FBG sensors.
Under constant temperature conditions, the residual strain of

metal-coated FBG sensors is estimated by measuring the wave-
length shift as given by the following equation in accordance with
previous studies [9,10,15,16]:

er ¼ 1
1� Pe

kr � ki
ki

� �
¼ 1

1� Pe

Dkr
ki

� �
; ð2Þ

where Dkr, ki, kr, and Pe (=0.22) denote wavelength shift, initial
wavelength, final wavelength shifted by permanent residual strain,
and photo-elastic constant of an optical fiber, respectively.

FBG sensors recoated with ultraviolet (UV) curable acrylate and
with Bragg gratings of 10 mm were used. An aluminum-alloy
1235-O foil with a thickness of 18 lm was used to coat the sensors
using a cyanoacrylate adhesive. The details of the fabrication pro-
cess are described in a previous study [1].

3. Experiment

3.1. A composite plate

A carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) composite plate was
fabricated using a unidirectional prepreg (CU125NS; Hankook
Fiber Co.) consisting of carbon fiber and epoxy resin. The
prepreg was layered according to a layup sequence of
g distributed optical fiber sensors  

d BOCDA sensors  

coated optical fiber sensors.



Fig. 2. Principle of metal-coated fiber Bragg grating sensors.
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[90�2/±10�/90�2/±10�/90�2/±18�/90�/±18�]T, in accordance with a
similar sequence used in a previous study [9]. It was cured in an
autoclave under a pressure of 7 atm and a temperature of 130 �C
for a period of 2 h. The dimensions of the composite plate were
100 mm � 100 mm, and its thickness was 1.6 mm. Three Al-coated
FBG sensors were bonded on the surface of the plate by using an
epoxy adhesive (Quick Set Auto Epoxy; Loctite Ltd.).

Fig. 3 shows a schematic diagram of the fabricated CFRP com-
posite with three multiplexed Al-coated FBG sensors. Among the
three Al-coated FBG sensors, FBG #1 was located at a distance of
10 mm from the impact point (i.e., the center of the plate) as
shown in Fig. 3(b). The three sensors were installed at regular
intervals of 5 mm in order to examine the effect of the sensing dis-
tance. Initial wavelengths of three FBG sensors, namely FBG#1,
FBG#2, and FBG#3, were 1537.57 nm, 1547.52 nm, and
weivpoT)a(

Fig. 3. A composite plate with multiplexed alu
1557.41 nm, respectively. Two fixing jigs (an upper jig and a lower
jig) with a width of 10 mm were used to secure the plate. Thus, the
dimension of the test section of the plate was 80 mm � 80 mm.
The impactor with a diameter of 12.5 mm is positioned at the cen-
ter of the plate.

3.2. A low-velocity impact test

A low-velocity impact test was conducted on the CFRP compos-
ite plate mounted with three multiplexed Al-coated FBG sensors.
The test was conducted by using a universal impact testing
machine (Instron Daynatup 8250; INSTRON). An impact load with
a target impact energy of 6 J (actually measured as 5.903 J) was
applied at the center of the plate. As discussed in the next section,
the external impact damages were not observed on the surface of
)flahnituc(weivediS)b(

minum-coated fiber Bragg grating sensors.
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the composite plate following the impact. However, the impact
energy of 5.903 J was sufficient to create the internal damages,
i.e., BVID. Therefore, a target impact energy of 6 J was considered
as extremely suitable to examine the performance of MCOFSs
because it could dramatically reduce the structural safety while
maintaining the external conditions of the plate at normal
conditions.

The strain data obtained from the sensors were measured with
a sampling frequency of 1 kHz by using a commercial interrogation
system (SM-130; Micron Optics Inc.). Specifically, the sampling fre-
quency was not sufficient to measure the structural responses dur-
ing the short impact time, which was less than 11 ms. However, it
was sufficient to assess the quantity of the residual strain and
structural responses following the impact for a long time. The final
residual strains after the impact test were estimated based on the
initial wavelength measured before fixing the plate because the
metal-coated FBG sensors were naturally strained while fixing or
unfixing the plate. That is, a small deformation of the plate also
affected the quantity of residual strain of the sensors.

4. A finite element analysis for a low-velocity impact

A FEA based on the CDM was performed to validate a low-
velocity impact test. A damage model proposed by Kim et al.
[17,18] was applied to the FEA to numerically examine the impact
behavior and damage propagation of the composite plate. In the
CDM approach, the material properties, i.e., Young’s modulus,
shear modulus, and Poisson’s ratio were assumed to be degraded
by the extent of damage in the composite plate. The material prop-
erty values are given by the following equations [17,18]:

Ei ¼ diE
0
i ; Gij ¼ diG

0
ij; v ij ¼ div0

ij; ð3Þ
where Ei, Gij, vij, and di denote the Young’s modulus, shear modulus,
Poisson’s ratio, and degradation factor, respectively. The super-
script, ‘‘0” indicates an initial material property without damage.
In this study, a degradation factor characterized by a cumulative
distribution function of two-parameter Weibull distribution (i.e., a
shape parameter and a scale parameter) was used for material
strength, as given by the following equation [17,18]:

d ¼ e�ðr=kÞm ¼ e
�1

me C 1þ1
mð Þ½ �mðE0e=kÞm

: ð4Þ
Eq. (4) represents the one-dimensional expression of the degra-

dation factor of composites. The parameters, m and k denote the
shape parameter and scale parameter of the Weibull distribution,
respectively. The other parameters, namely r, e, and C( ) denote
the stress, strain, and gamma function, respectively. The damage
parameters presented in previous studies [17] with respect to the
damage modes of composites were used. These parameters were
based on the damage criteria developed by Hashin et al. [19].
The cohesive zone model was applied to simulate inter-laminar
damages. The FEA, considering the damage model, was performed
Table 1
Material properties of CU125NS prepreg composite [9,17].

General properties Weibull parameters

Symbol Value Symbol Scale Param. (k

E11 116.0 GPa XT 2945 MPa
E22, E33 7.69 GPa XC 1650 MPa
G12, G13 4.92 GPa YT 54 MPa
G23 3.2 GPa YC 240 MPa
v12, v13 0.31 c12, c13 5%
v23 0.52 c23 5%

Param. = Parameter; GIc, GIIc, GIIIc = Fracture toughness for Mode I, II, III.
by using a commercial FE simulator ABAQUS/Explicit with a user
defined subroutine code, VUMAT. The material properties used in
the simulation are shown in Table 1 [9,17].

Fig. 4 shows the FE model for the CFRP composite plate includ-
ing an impactor and two fixing jigs. The element type of C3D8R
was applied to whole model except for the cohesive zone. The ele-
ment type of COH3D8 was applied to the seven layers of the cohe-
sive zone between lay-ups: 90�2 and ±10�, ±10� and 90�2, 90�2 and
±10�, ±10� and 90�2, 90�2 and ±18�, ±18� and 90�, and 90� and ±18�.
The total numbers of nodes and elements were 152,496 and
141,600, respectively. A lower jig was fixed while a pressure of
1 MPa suppressed an upper jig to replicate the clamping condi-
tions. An impact velocity of 1.359 m/s was determined by reflect-
ing an impact energy of 6 J and considering an impactor mass of
6.5 kg.

5. Results

5.1. A low-velocity impact test

5.1.1. Test validation
The impact behaviors of the composite plate are shown in Fig. 5.

Contact force and central displacement history of the plate during
the impact test are illustrated in Fig. 5(a) and (b), respectively. In
the FE simulation, the maximum contact force and central dis-
placement were slightly overestimated. The maximum contact
force was measured as 2.977 kN and calculated as 3.096 kN, and
the maximum central displacement was measured as 5.159 mm
and calculated as 4.58 mm. These overestimations were induced
by the difference of the impact energy between the test and FEA.
Additionally, the overestimations were the result of decreased
accurate clamping pressure during the simulation.

Specifically, the bending stiffness of the plate could increase if
the clamping pressure on the upper jig increased, and this could
thereby decrease the central displacement. The contact forces
could contemporarily decrease because the damage to the plate
around the impact point increased as the clamping pressure
increased. Although the results obtained by the tests and the FEA
showed slight differences, they were generally consistent irrespec-
tive of the clamping pressure and impact energy. Furthermore, the
trends of the experimental and analytical results also showed good
agreement. Therefore, this validated that the low-velocity impact
test conducted in this study exhibited a good performance.

5.1.2. Impact-induced damages and structural responses
The impact-induced damages of the composite plate due to the

low-velocity impact test were examined through FEA and visual
inspection. Fig. 6 shows the impact induced damages of the com-
posite plate. Fiber damages, matrix damages, and delamination of
the plate are shown in Fig. 6(a)–(c), respectively. With respect to
the fiber damages, the fibers of the plate did not fully fail because
the impact energy of 6.0 J was not sufficient to break the fibers.
However, some fibers near the impactor and lower surfaces of
Cohesive properties

) Shape Param. (m) Symbol Value

32.9 t1 33 MPa
14.6 t2 54 MPa
22.6 t3 54 MPa
10.5 GIC 330 N/m
1.3 GIIC 800 N/m
1.3 GIIIC 800 N/m



Fig. 4. A finite element model for a composite plate with an impactor and fixing jigs.
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Fig. 5. Force and displacement history during the impact.
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(c) delamination 

Fig. 6. Deflection and damages of a composite plate due to the impact.
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the plate were locally subjected to tensile stress along the fiber
direction due to the bending of the plate, and thus they were par-
tially degraded. With respect to the matrix damages, the matrix
right under the impactor was locally damaged due to the compres-
sive stress generated by the impactor. Furthermore, the area in
which matrix cracks appeared near the lower surface was larger
than that in which matrix cracks appeared near the upper surface.
With respect to the delamination, the cohesive zone model simu-
lated the inter-lamina damages.

As shown in Fig. 6(c), the calculated area was compared to the
delamination observed in the composite plate cut in half. With
respect to the FEA, the delaminations were simulated at the inter-
faces between the first ±10� and second 90�2 layers, second ±10�
and third 90�2 layers, and first ±18� and first 90� layers. They cor-
responded to the delamination position estimated by the test.
Among the delaminations, the primary delaminations between
the second ±10� and third 90�2 layers near the neutral axis were
clearly observed in both results. It was reasonable to assume that
the delamination occurred between two layers with different fiber
directions. The maximum lengths of the delaminations evaluated
by the test and the FEA were 7.10 mm and 7.6 mm, respectively.

Fig. 7 shows the structural responses of a composite plate. Fig. 7
(a) shows the strain responses measured from three multiplexed
Al-coated FBG sensors, and Fig. 7(b) depicts the calculated maxi-
mum strain distribution near the sensing position of the sensors.
As shown in Fig. 7(a), the initial strains for the three sensors were
not zero. Specifically, the strains for FBG #1, FBG #2, and FBG #3
were �0.0021%, �0.029%, and �0.01%, respectively.

The initial wavelengths for calculating the strains were
recorded prior to fixing the plate. This indicated that the plate
was slightly deformed when the plate was fixed on an impact test
machine. That is, three FBG sensors with an inherent strain were
operated during the test. Significant vibrations occurred right after
the impact test, and they were measured by the three FBG sensors.
The vibrations with compressive strains were mainly observed.
This phenomenon indicated that the vibration modes with a con-
vex shape were suppressed by the clamping condition and impact
direction. The vibration induced by an impact load could be detri-
mental for the damage evaluation capability of the sensors. It is
necessary for the multiplexed sensors to recollect the maximum
strains experienced by the plate irrespective of the vibration to
accurately evaluate impact-induced damages. Following the disap-
pearance of the vibrations, the strains for the three sensors con-
verged to �0.053%, �0.058%, and �0.030%, respectively. These
values did not show tendencies or correlations with the sensing
(a) Strains measured from FBG sensors  

Fig. 7. Structural responses
distance. However, the Al-coated FBG sensors could recall the
structural deformations experienced by the plate in the past. Addi-
tionally, the sensors could recall the maximum strains by produc-
ing the residual strains with a particular tendency. As discussed in
the next section, although the sensors experienced severe vibra-
tions after impact, the residual strains measured after removing
the plate from the fixing jigs indicated an increased tendency with
respect to the sensing distance. Then, the impact information could
be inferred from the inverse of the residual strains.

As shown in Fig. 7(b), the present study examined the calcu-
lated maximum strains along the plate instead of the maximum
strains measured in experimental tests because the sampling rate
of the commercial interrogator used in the test was not sufficient
to accurately measure the maximum strain at the moment of
impact. All the maximum strains measured from the FBG sensors
were negative. The negative values of strains were reasonable
given the static deformation of the plate. The tensile stress was
generated in the vertical direction of the FBG sensors on the plate,
while the compressive stress occurred in the longitudinal direction
of the sensors due to the deflection of the plate with a concave
shape. As illustrated in Fig. 7(b), a maximum strain values experi-
enced by the plate in the sensing field was correlated with the
sensing distance. Hence, the maximum strain values showed a lin-
early increasing tendency, and the strain values were 0.509%,
0.440%, and 0.355% for FBG #1, FBG #2, and FBG #3, respectively.
As discussed in the next section, the increasing tendency and the
linear relationship with respect to the sensing distance were very
important in quantitatively estimating the impact information.

In the large deformation field, the maximum strains radically
decreased as they approached the center of the plate. This occurred
due to the local reduction of bending stiffness of the plate gener-
ated by the impact-induced damages as illustrated in Fig. 6. The
sensors could be indirectly damaged by large external strains when
they were installed at the large deformation field. For example, the
interface between the UV curable acrylate coating and metal coat-
ing could be debonded. The impactor could also directly break the
sensors because an external impact could occur at any arbitrary
position during the actual application. Then, the impact position
could be clearly evaluated because the destruction of the sensor
could easily signal the impact position.

5.2. Effect of sensing distance on residual strains

The wavelength changes for three multiplexed Al-coated FBG
sensors and their final residual strains are shown in Fig. 8. The light
(b) Calculated maximum strain distributions 

of a composite plate.
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Fig. 8. Wavelength changes and residual strains of multiplexed aluminum-coated FBG sensors.
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spectra of relative wavelengths for the three multiplexed Al-coated
FBG sensors are presented in Fig. 8(a). The initial peak values for
the sensors were recorded prior to the clamping of the plate by
the fixing jigs. The peaks with values equivalent to residual strains
were permanently moved to the left. The signal characteristics of
the three sensors were not distorted during the test although they
were subjected to impact loadings and severe vibrations. This
implied that the three sensors were properly positioned and resis-
tant to vibrations.

The residual strains induced by the three multiplexed Al-coated
FBG sensors are presented in Fig. 8(b). They were recorded after
removing the plate from the fixing jigs. The quantity of the residual
strains of the three sensors linearly increased as the sensing dis-
tance from the impact point increased. Notably, the maximum
strains of the three FBG sensors were also linearly related to the
sensing distance, as mentioned in Section 5.1.2. This could be
because the three multiplexed Al-coated FBG sensors did not forget
the impact information (i.e., the maximum strains) during the test
despite experiencing severe vibrations. That is, the sensors recalled
the impact information experienced by the plate in the past. With
respect to the actual application, the increase in the amount of
residual strains as the impact point was approached was extremely
essential to damage evaluation because impact information such
as the impact point, impact energy, and strain levels could be
quantitatively assessed by the referring residual strains according
to the sensing distance. This implied that the impact information
experienced by the composite structure could be quantitatively
evaluated if the correlations among the structural deformation
and residual strains according to the sensing distance were con-
structed in advance.

6. Conclusion

In this study, a low-velocity impact test for a composite plate
was performed to investigate the effect of the sensing distance of
three multiplexed Al-coated FBG sensors. The results obtained
from the FEA based on CDM approach were compared to that of
the experimental tests to validate the impact behaviors of the
plate. All the results from the experimental tests and the simula-
tion were consistent with each another. The permanently induced
residual strains of the three multiplexed Al-coated FBG sensors
were linearly related to the sensing distance from the impact point
despite the sensors experiencing severe vibrations after the
impact. This mean that some residual strain linearly increased as
the impact point was approached. The results indicated that the
linear relationship between the residual strain values and sensing
distance was closely related to the linear correlation between the
sensing position and the maximum strains experienced by the
composite plate. This suggested that the impact information expe-
rienced by the composite structure could be quantitatively evalu-
ated if the correlations between the structural deformation and
residual strains with respect to the sensing distance were con-
structed in advance. Therefore, the correlation between the resid-
ual strains and the sensing distance of three multiplexed Al-
coated FBG sensors examined in this study could improve the
integrity of the proposed damage evaluation methodology. Fur-
thermore, the results of this study could be utilized as guidelines
for designing MCOFS based damage evaluation systems for actual
applications.
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